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Abstract: Antibiotic resistance is currently a major global public health issue. In particular,
the emergence and transfer of antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) is a matter of primary concern.
This study presented a method for ruling out the transfer of naked DNA (plasmid RP4 lysed
from donor cells) during the cell-to-cell conjugation, using a modified “U-tube”. A series of gene
transfer assays was conducted in both flask and modified U-tube, using Pseudomonas putida KT2440
(P. putida (RP4)) harboring the RP4 plasmid as the donor strain, Escherichia coli (E. coli, ATCC 25922)
in pure culture as sole recipient, and bacteria from reclaimed water microcosms as multi-recipients.
The verification experiments showed that the U-tube device could prevent direct contact of bacteria
without affecting the exchange of free plasmid. In the experiments involving a sole recipient,
the transconjugants were obtained in flask samples, but not in modified U-tube. Furthermore,
in experiments involving multi-recipients, transfer of naked DNA in the modified U-tube accounted
for 5.18% in the transfer frequency of the flask transfer experiment. The modified U-tube proved to
be useful for monitoring the interference of naked DNA in the research of conjugative transfer and
calculating the exact conjugative transfer rate. This device is identified as a promising candidate for
distinguishing different gene transfers in practical application because of its convenient use and easy
and simple manufacture.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, antibiotic resistance has received increasing attention as a major global public
health issue [1–3]. One of the greatest concerns about the presence of antibiotics in the environment
is the emergence and dissemination of antibiotic resistant genes (ARGs). To illustrate the severe risk
of ARGs, the World Health Organization named the World Health Day in 2011 as “Antimicrobial
Resistance and Its Global Spread” day. Progressively increasing ARGs including genes that confer
resistance to sulfonamides, β-lactams, trimethoprim, tetracyclines, aminoglycosides, macrolides, and
quinolones [4–9] have been detected in various environments. ARGs can transfer among bacteria by
vertical gene transfer (VGT) and horizontal gene transfer (HGT) [10,11]. HGT facilitates the direct
transfer of DNA between microorganisms, and it is regarded as the major evolutionary force that
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shapes microbial diversity [12]. There are three major mechanisms for HGT [13]: conjugation (genes
transfer through cell-to-cell contact), natural transformation (uptake of exogenous DNA from the
environment), and transduction (delivery of genetic material through phage).

Although conjugative transfer is considered to be the main mechanism that contributes significantly
to the dissemination of ARGs [14], the gene transfer may also occur through transformation or
transduction [15]. However, studies about HGT in bacteria [16], soil [17], wastewater [18], human
intestines [19], and even plants [20] were more focused on the conjugative transfer and did not clearly
distinguish natural transformations from conjugative transfer. Streptococcal species have been shown
to exchange conjugative transposons via transformation in addition to conjugation [21]. Similarly, a
great abundance of ARGs outside of cells (extracellular ARGs, eARGs) has been proven to be present
in the natural environment [22,23], which originate from the lysis of dead antibiotic resistance bacteria
(ARB) or are secreted by living ARB. Thus, due to the presence of eARGs, dissemination of ARGs is
easily possible via natural transformation in certain environments [24,25]. Therefore, eARGs might
cause a serious risk to ecosystem or even to human health, which cannot be ignored.

Recently, more and more studies on HGT have been extensively devoted to conjugation.
However, the most commonly studied conjugation [26,27] might always involve the transfer of eARGs
(i.e., transformation). Therefore, investigation of the transfer of eARGs can aid in better understanding
and clarification of their contribution to the dissemination of ARGs. In previous studies, naked DNA
(extracted from donor bacteria) was directly added to the recipient system and used as control for
ruling out the natural transformation in the conjugative transfer process [28]. However, this method
does not accurately estimate the interference of transformation. This is attributed to the fact that the
donor bacteria cannot all die or dissolve and release all the plasmids; thus, determination of a precise
gene transfer rate is crucial for ARGs risk assessment. Therefore, it is important to discriminate transfer
of naked DNA from conjugation.

In this study, a modified apparatus, namely U-tube, was introduced, which was used to eliminate the
interference of naked plasmid transfer (lysed from donor cells) with conjugative transfer. This system
could efficiently distinguish transfer caused by naked DNA, i.e., transformation from conjugation in
HGT without plasmid extraction in donor cells and calculate the transfer frequency accurately. Most of
all, the device is convenient to operate, easy to manufacture, and reusable.

Bacteria tagged with fluorescent protein(s) were used herein to detect the gene transfer [29].
The numbers of donors, recipients, and transconjugants (or transformants) were evaluated by flow
cytometry (FCM) and confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Bacterial Strains

The donor strain was Pseudomonas putida KT2440 (P. putida (RP4)) [30], chromosomally tagged
with mCherry red fluorescence and lacIq, and harboring the RP4 plasmid [31], which carries the gfp
gene (RP4::Plac::gfp) and confers resistance to kanamycin. The expression of gfp was repressed in the
donor cell; however, rfp was constitutively expressed. The donor strain was grown in lysogeny broth
(LB) medium containing kanamycin (50 mg·L−1), and shaken overnight at 30 ◦C.

Figure 1 illustrates the principle of gene transfer of strain [29]. The donor strain showed red
fluorescence with mCherry tagged on chromosome. If the plasmid transfers to a non-fluorescent
recipient strain, that strain acquires green fluorescence, while the donor strain shows red fluorescent
tags. Thus, donors, recipients and transconjugants (or transformants) can be distinguished.

Escherichia coli (E. coli, ATCC 25922) bacteria in pure culture were used as sole recipient in this
study. It is sensitive to antibiotics; and it did not show fluorescent protein expression. The recipient
was grown in LB medium at 30 ◦C by shaking overnight.

Bacterial system was prepared from reclaimed water microcosm by following the method
described by Luo et al. [32], and it was used as multi-recipient. The reclaimed water was collected at the
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reclaimed water recharge point of Chaobai River, Beijing in September 2017. The reclaimed water was
produced from the wastewater treatment plant and further treated in a membrane bio-reactor. Samples
were collected in sterile brown glass bottles, stored at 4 ◦C, and then further processed immediately
upon arrival in the laboratory. Samples were stored in refrigerator at 4◦C for 3 h. The supernatant
was collected and supplemented with LB media (v:v = 1:1), and then incubated overnight at 30 ◦C on
a shaker.Water 2018, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW  3 of 12 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of gene transfer with tagged bacteria system: Donor cells show
red fluorescence; recipient cells were no fluorescence expression; and the transconjugants show green
fluorescence after gene transfer.

In this study, “transconjugant” is defined as a cell that has received the fluorescence-conferring
plasmid in cell-to-cell conjugation; “transformant” is a cell that acquired RP4 plasmid in RP4 transfer
assay; and a “recipient” is a cell that has not taken up the fluorescence-conferring plasmid.

2.2. Modified U-Tube Device

The U-tube system was modified from the device mentioned in literature report [33], which
showed that conjugation needs cell-to-cell contact. The U-tube mentioned in the original reference was
a glass tube. Filter was sintered into the tube, forming a monolithic U-tube. The pore diameter was
difficult to control, and the pores could easily be blocked. In this study, modified U-tube containing
two 250 mL culture flasks each with a suction filter joint on the side was used. The two flasks were
connected through a flange containing two silicone gaskets and a 0.22 µm filter membrane. Schematic
illustration of the apparatus is shown in Figure 2A.

The filter membrane used in this study was a cellulose nitrate membrane, which could prevent
exchange of cells between the flasks without interfering with the exchange of other molecular
substances in the culture medium, including plasmids. The principle of operation is shown in
Figure 2B. The diameter of bacteria is about 1 µm, so they are prevented from passing from one chamber
to the other through the filter, whereas macromolecules and micromolecules could be transferred
through the membrane pore. The pore size of the membrane was selected according to the size of the
microorganisms studied. The suction filter joint was used to connect the flasks to a vacuum pump,
and the gaskets acted as a seal to avoid leakage. The leakage tests were performed using water and
sterile LB medium vs P. putida, respectively. Details of these tests were listed in the Supplementary
Materials (Text S1 and Figure S1).

The two culture flasks were inoculated with the donor and recipient strains, which were named
as donor and recipient flask, respectively. During the experiment, the exchange of liquid between the
two flasks of the U-tube was assisted by the vacuum pump. The flow rate between the two flasks was
3 mL·min−1. Furthermore, the U-tube system was placed on a shaker (160 rpm) until the completion
of the experiment.
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of U-tube: (A) structure of U-tube, icon 1 is culture flask; icon 2 is
suction filter joint; icon 3 is flange; icon 4 is silicone gasket; icon 5 is 0.22 µm filter membrane; (B) principle
of U-tube, showing that plasmid RP4 can be exchange from left to right, but donor cells cannot.

2.3. Verification of U-Tube Performance

The donor harboring the plasmid RP4 was grown overnight at 30 ◦C in LB with 50 mg·L−1

kanamycin. RP4 was extracted in the cultured P. putida (RP4) using an E.Z.N.A. Plasmid Mini
kit I (Omega Bio-tek, Norcross, GA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions (the final
concentration was 5 ng·µL−1). To verify the performance of the U-tube, the naked plasmid RP4 was
inoculated in the donor flask of the U-tube, while sterile LB medium was injected in the recipient
flask and named as Test 1#. Test 2# was set as follows: P. putida (RP4) (washed three times with
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and OD600 was adjusted to around 0.5) was taken in the donor flask
and E. coli in the recipient flask of the U-tube. The system was pumped to assist the exchange of liquid
between the two flasks of the U-tube. Experiments in flasks with RP4 vs LB, and P. putida (RP4) vs.
E. coli were also set up with the test numbers of 3# and 4#, respectively. The experimental settings were
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Experiments settings.

No. Group Device Donor Recipient Sample Time
(min)

Sampling
Point Detection

1#

Verification
U-tube

RP4 * Sterile LB 15, 60, 180 Recipient flask PCR

2# P. putida (RP4) E. coli 15, 60, 180 Recipient flask PCR/plate
counting

3#
Flask

RP4 Sterile LB 15, 60, 180 PCR

4# P. putida (RP4) E. coli 15, 60, 180 PCR/plate
counting

5#
Gene

Transfer

U-tube
P. putida (RP4) E. coli 180 Recipient flask FCM/CLSM

6# P. putida (RP4) microcosms 180 Recipient flask FCM/CLSM
7#

Flask
P. putida (RP4) E.coli 180 FCM/CLSM

8# P. putida (RP4) microcosms 180 FCM/CLSM

9#
Control Flask

P. putida (RP4) 180 FCM/CLSM
10# E. coli 180 FCM/CLSM
11# microcosms 180 FCM/CLSM

Note: * The concentrations of RP4 used in Test 1# and 3# were 50 ng·µL−1.

2.4. Gene Transfer Experiment

The donor strain and the recipient strain (E. coli and microcosm) were cultured, respectively,
as described earlier, and grown overnight [34]. To preserve the dying and lysing cells, both the donor
and recipient strains used in modified U-tube were adjusted to OD600 nm of ~0.5 with LB without
washing with PBS. Donor and recipient strains were then inoculated, respectively, in the donor and
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recipient flasks of the U-tube with the volume of 80 mL (volume ratio 1:1). Furthermore, the system
was pumped to assist the exchange of liquid between sides of the membrane, and the apparatus was
left shaking for 3 h at 30 ◦C.

Cell-to-cell conjugations were also set up in 250 mL flasks containing the donor and recipient
strains with volume ratio 1:1 (80 mL, respectively). The donor cells were washed three times with PBS
to remove any trace antibiotics and metabolites [35,36], and then suspended in a small volume of LB.
The OD600 nm of the culture was adjusted to around 0.5. The recipient cells were also treated with PBS,
and then adjusted to OD600 nm of ~0.5. These tests were numbered as 5#–8# as summarized in Table 1.

Donor and recipient strains were further cultured in separate 250 mL flasks as controls, with
test numbers of 9#, 10#, and 11#. All the genes transfer tests were conducted over 3 h, which could
limit bacterial growth and selection during the experimental phase. Bacterial growth would result in
ambiguous data if allowed to occur over a long period [35].

2.5. Sampling and Detection of the Gene Transfer

In the verification tests, samples in the U-tube and flask were sampled at 15, 60, and 180 min,
and then the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was performed for the presence of traF gene (indicator
for RP4) and aphA gene (resistant gene to kanamycin on RP4) [37]. Samples of experiments with
P. putida (RP4) as donor were assessed on plates containing 50 mg·L−1 kanamycin for the cell transfer.
Samples of gene transfer both in U-tube and flask at 180 min were visualized by FCM and CLSM for
the presence of transconjugants (or transformants). The details of PCR, FCM and CLSM are described
in Text S2 and S3.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Transfer of Plasmid and Donor Strain in the U-Tube

All samples for verification tests were subjected to PCR analysis to test the presence of plasmid
RP4 (i.e., by detecting genes traF and aphA) (Figure 3). Figure 3 exhibits the presence of bands of genes
traF and aphA in recipient samples of Test 1#. The concentration of RP4 increased with the time of
experiment. Moreover, the bands on the gel also become clearer with time (the traF gene acid sequences
of samples at 180 min are shown in Figure S2). However, no band was detected for recipient flask of
U-tube when P. putida (RP4) was inoculated in the donor flask in Test 2#. In other words, plasmid RP4
could penetrate the recipient flask of the U-tube, while P. putida (RP4) could not. This indicates that
naked DNA from lysis donor cell could enter the recipient flask, because of its smaller size than that of
the membrane (0.22 µm). Selective plates were used to detect the transconjugants in experiments with
P. putida (RP4) as donor in U-tube and flask, respectively. By adding kanamycin with a concentration
of 50 mg·L−1, only cells that had acquired the resistance gene were detectable and the results are listed
in Table 2. The second column shows the total number of colonies forming units (CFU) of P. putida
(RP4) (the donor) isolated in the donor flask of the U-tube in Test 2# after 180 min. The number of
CFU observed in test 4# increased with time. However, no colony was observed for the samples
present in recipient flask of U-tube (Test 2#), indicating the absence of occurrence of conjugation or
transformation. No E. coli on the recipient side of the U-tube had taken up RP4 because of the lack of
cell-to-cell contact [13]. Therefore, the modified U-tube could prevent the direct contact of cells without
affecting the exchange of naked plasmids. It can be used to measure the transfer caused by eARGs,
which can pass through 0.22 µm filters. However, column “4#” not only shows transconjugants, but
also donor cells. As a confirmation step, FCM and CLSM were used in gene transfer experiments to
sort and identify donor, recipient and transconjugant (or transformants) cells by fluorescence.
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Figure 3. Agarose gel electrophoresis (AGE) of traF and aphA genes: (A) AGE of aphA; (B) AGE of traF;
Lane 1–3: samples from recipient flask of Test 1# at 15, 60, and 180 min; Lane 4–6: samples from Test 3#
at 15, 60, and 180 min; Lane 7–9: samples from Test 2# at 15, 60, and 180 min; Lane 10–12: samples from
test 4# at 15, 60, and 180 min.

Table 2. Colony-forming units of cells harboring plasmid RP4 (CFU/mL).

Sampling Time
and Results

Treatment Settings

Donor 2# 4#

Sampling time (min) 180 15 60 180 15 60 180
Numbers of colony 587 ± 6.1 No colony 358 ± 14.4 854 ± 13.4 1371 ± 28.9

Note: The “Donor” column represented the number of donors in Test 2#; column “2#”shows the transconjugant
number in recipient flask of U-tube in Test 2#; and Column “4#” shows numbers of bacteria carrying plasmid RP4 in
flask experiment of test 4# at different times.

3.2. Detection of Transconjugants in Gene Transfer Experiment

In this study, donor of P. putida (RP4) expresses rfp and represses gfp, while the recipients were not
fluorescent. Thus, if the final transconjugants (or transformants) express gfp, it indicates successful gene
transfer [38]. The expression of gfp in samples of experiments with E. coli as recipient was observed by
CLSM (Figure 4A1–A8). When the experiment progressed for 180 min, only E. coli cells were present;
however, no fluorescence was observed for samples of test 5# (Figure 4(A7,A8)). Nonetheless, the
green fluorescence increased in flask experiment accompanied by some yellow fluorescence in test 7#
(Figure 4A5,A6). The yellow fluorescence obtained in test 7# indicated that the donor cell was right
on the stage of losing RP4. At this stage, the RP4 could express green fluorescence without being
inhibited. However, the donor cell expresses red fluorescence. When donor cells expressed red and
green fluorescence simultaneously, yellow fluorescence was obtained. The same results can also be
obtained from Figure 5A3 and 5B3, in which double positive of rfp and gfp events are observed in zone
Q2. Fluorescence advantageously provided the transfer information in complex community structures,
which were shown in Figure 4B1–B8. Transconjugants in microcosm recipient experiments were
detected both in the U-tube samples and flask samples (Tests 6# and 8#). Green fluorescence spread
throughout the flask samples (Test 8#), while recipient flask of U-tube had only a few transconjugants
(Test 6#). Compared to E.coli, microcosms with more bacteria can accept RP4 secreted from P. putida
(RP4), which may be due to the strong species dependence for plasmid [39]. Genera in Proteobacteria
and Firmicutes were found to engage in plasmid transfer more easily [36]. Therefore, the complex
bacteria communities in reclaimed water resulted in microcosm, which could increase the uptake and
incorporation of exogenous DNA into the genome to complete the transformation process.
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Figure 4. Typical transconjugants with plasmid RP4::gfp in gene transfer system: (A) the system with
sole recipient (Tests 5# and 7#), (B) is the system with multi-recipient (Tests 6# and 8#), 1, 2: recipient,
3,4: donor, A5,A6: gene transfer in Test 7#, B5,B6: gene transfer in Test 8#, A7,A8: gene transfer in
recipient flask of U-tube in Test 5#, and B7,B8: gene transfer in recipient flask of U-tube in Test 6#.
Bars, 5 µm.

The dot plots (Figure 5A) also show the same trend for E. coli recipient experiment, with the gfp
events being 43 cells at 180 min in flask samples; however, no gfp events were acquired in the U-tube
samples. Meanwhile, Figure 5B exhibits that in microcosm experiments the gfp events in flask and
U-tube are 42 and 3 cells, respectively. The plasmid transfer frequency obtained from the proportion
of gfp to rfp (T/D) [12,40] in Test 7# was 5.30 × 10−3, which is higher than that in natural condition
(<10−5) [41]. The nutritional level in natural environments is poorer than that in pure culture condition,
which might restrict the microbial growth or even the HGT mechanisms [42]. The transfer frequency
of transconjugant divided by the recipients (total cells minus rfp) (T/R) [43] in Test 7# was 2.27 × 10−3,
which is consistent with previous reports [44]. However, in microcosm experiments, the gene transfer
rate of Test 8# was 5.87 × 10−3. The number of donor cell and the ratio of donor/recipient in the
two types of recipient experiments (Tests 7# and 8#) were significantly different (p < 0.01) (Table S2).
In fact, the gene transfer rate depends on the density of recipient and donor, environmental factors,
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opportunity to be in contact, etc. When donor/recipient ratio is significantly small, every donor cell
has high opportunity to contact with recipient cells [36]. Therefore, the frequency of transfer in Test
8# was higher than that in Test 7#. Moreover, the gene transfer of T/R in Test 6# was 3.04 × 10−3,
which accounted for 5.18% of the rate in Test 8#. For the dissemination of ARGs, this ratio could not
be ignored.
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Figure 5. Transconjugants quantified using FCM in gene transfer system: Data set up are Q1 for rfp
events, Q2 for double positive of rfp and gfp events, Q3 for auto fluorescence of negative events, and
Q4 for gfp events. (A) sole recipient system (Tests 5# and 7#), (B) multi-recipient system (Tests 6# and
8#), (1) donor P. putida (RP4) (RP4::Plac::gfp), (2) recipient, A3 sample in Test 7# at 180 min, B3 sample
in Test 8# at 180 min, A4 sample in recipient flask of U-tube in Test 5# at 180 min, and B4 sample in
recipient flask of U-tube in Test 6# at 180 min.

Owing to the lack of naturally competent cells [45], which were necessary for plasmid
transformation [46], transconjugants were not detected in the U-tube experiment of E. coli recipient.
Natural transformation was not observed when the donor plasmid RP4 concentration was 5 µg·mL−1,
when the concentration was up to 50 µg·mL−1, the transfer frequency was only of the order of 10−9 [32].
The RP4 concentration used in this study was only 5 ng·µL−1. The RP4 concentration transferred
into the recipient flask should be lower than 5 ng·µL−1, which was too low for transformation. The
microcosm recipient cultured with reclaimed water might be associated with some factors, such as
antibiotics, nutritional status, or other organic materials that could induce competence in many species
of bacteria [47,48].

In this study, naked plasmid (eARGs) could be exchanged between the two arms of modified
U-tube, while P. putida (RP4) (iARGs) could not be. In E. coli recipient experiments, green fluorescence
was not obtained in recipient flask of U-tube. When the recipient strains changed to microcosm recipient
(bacteria from reclaimed water microcosm), the green fluorescence transconjugants (or transformants)
were obtained not only in flask experiment but also in the U-tube, as shown in Figure 4B. The changes
in fluorescence are also shown in Figure 5. Green fluorescence is not detected in Figure 5A4. However,
slight green fluorescence is observed in Figure 5B4. Moreover, cells in Zone Q4 of Figure 5B3 were
transconjugants of Test 8#, which were more than that in Test 7# (Figure 5A3). Zone Q1 of Figure 5B4
exhibits some red fluorescence. This is possibly attributed to the transfer of some chromosome DNA
tagged rfp from dead cells into the recipient flask, followed by the completion of the transformation
with reclaimed water microcosm. However, whether they were transformation cells from the rfp
chromosomal or not, still require further research. In other words, the modified U-tube can be used
to eliminate the transformation effects produced by cell lysis in the research of conjugative transfer
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when conditions are appropriate [46]. Compared to the device used by Davis [33], the U-tube modified
in this study can be separated and assembled anytime. Moreover, it can also can be sterilized and
reusable. The arms designed as flasks are easy for sampling. The filter can be changed to different
pore sizes according to the research material.

However, the conclusion drawn above was based on the assumption that washing with PBS could
eliminate eDNA. Owing to the randomness of the sampling and insensitivity of the detection methods,
the effectiveness of methods eliminating the free DNA should be studied in further research.

4. Conclusions

The main objective of this study was to develop a method to distinguish conjugation and naked
DNA transfer (or even transformation and transduction) in one system. The U-tube was designed
using a 0.22 µm membrane to separate the chambers to achieve this purpose. This membrane allows
plasmids and other Mobile Genetic Elements (MGEs) to move between the chambers but does not allow
movement of intact bacterial cells. Selective media, PCR, CLSM and FCM were used to demonstrate
the performance of the U-tube in conjugation and plasmid transfer experiments. In verification
experiments, plasmid RP4 was observed in all samples except in the recipient flask of the U-tube
when P. putida (RP4) was in the donor flask, which verified that the membrane of the U-tube could
prevent cell-to-cell contact. Then the transconjugants (or transformants) were obtained in microcosm
experiment in U-tube, which indicates that the modified U-tube can be successfully used to distinguish
the plasmid transfer (or transformation effects) from conjugation and provide an exact conjugative
transfer date.
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